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DIMENSIONS WEIGHT FLUE SIZE FLUE SIZEFUEL OUTDOORFLUE SIZE TEAM LIFTPATIO HOMEAREA 
COVERAGE

WHAT YOU NEED 
TO KNOW

IT’S ALL IN THE NAME PRODUCT DIMENSIONS
750  SIZZLER  BUILT-IN BRAAI 121  x  51  x  89  cm

BIB0009  6009665580029

SERIES 
NAME

PRODUCT DESCRIPTIONPRODUCT 
SIZE

LENGTH

LENGTH

WIDTH
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IDTH
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HEIGHT
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Use the following table to construct the brickwork for your Megamaster unit.

PREPARING YOUR SPACE

Please note: Dimension A is from the sides of the unit, to calculate the brickwork opening required. Dimension X is the overall width of the unit, measured from flat bar to flat bar.

Please consult with our recommende list of installers online.  



1000: 2 900 cm2
1200: 3 600 cm2

45° BACK BEND
230 X 300: BA0288 · 6009665589862
230 X 400: BA0289 · 6009665589879
230 X 600: BA0290 · 6009665589886 

Used to guide the smoke out of your 
home, the 45° Back Bend enables 
healthy ventilation in your household 
whilst in use. The construction of 
your home will determine which 
bends and how many you will need 
for the Sizzler Built-in Braai range.

45° SIDE BEND
230 X 300: BA0033 · 6009665580517
230 X 400: BA0034 · 6009665580524
230 X 600: BA0035 · 6009665580531 

Used to guide the smoke out of your home, the 
45° Side Bend enables healthy ventilation in 
your household whilst in use. The construction 
of your home will determine which bends and 
how many you will need.

230 x 300: 24.5 x 31 x 41 cm 
230 x 400: 24.5 x 41 x 41 cm
230 x 600: 24.5 x 61 x 63 cm

230 x 300: 4.5 Kg
230 x 400: 6 Kg
230 x 600: 10.5 Kg

230 x 300: 38 x 32 x 34 cm
230 x 400: 38 x 42 x 34 cm
230 x 600: 61.5 x 36.5 x 44.5 cm

230 x 300: 6 Kg
230 x 400: 9 Kg
230 x 600: 12.5 Kg

BUILT-IN BRAAI FLUE PIPES
550/ 750: BA0053 · 6009665580043
850/ 1000: BA0054 · 6009665580104
1200/ 1500 BA0055 · 6009665580050

Flue pipes, an integral component in the installation 
of a built-in braai, enables healthy ventilation even 
as household heating operations take place.

550/ 750: 30 x 23 x 106 cm
850/ 1000: 40 x 23 x 106 cm
1200/ 1500: 60 x 23 x 106 cm

550/ 750: 9 Kg
850/ 1000: 10 Kg
1200/ 1500: 12.5 Kg

SIZZLER BUILT-IN BRAAI
1000: BIB0041 · 6009665587233
1200: BIB0042 · 6009665587240

AVAILABLE SIZES: 1000, 1200
Included: Grid, double doors, 
ashpan, rotating cowl, potjie hook, 
ember maker, light fitting.
Excluded: Bends and flue pipe

1000: 101 x 46 x 79 cm
1200: 121 x 46 x 79 cm

1000: 91 Kg
1200: 103 Kg

Charcoal/Wood

750 SIZZLER 
BUILT-IN BRAAI
BIB0040 · 600966558722

AVAILABLE SIZES: 750
Included: Grid, double doors, ashpan, 
rotating cowl, potjie hook, light fitting.
Excluded: Bends and flue pipe

76 x 46 x 79 cm

64 Kg

230 x 300 mm

2 900 cm2

Charcoal/Wood 1000: 230 x 400 mm
1200: 230 x 600 mm
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1200 DELUXE 
SPIT BUILT-IN BRAAI
BIB0020 · 6009665580234

AVAILABLE SIZES: 1200
Included: Grid, ember maker, heavy duty 
ashpan, rotating cowl, potjie hook, light 
fitting, knob, spit motor, shaft and brackets.
Excluded: Bends and flue pipe.

151 x 63 x 109 cm

177 Kg

350 x 600 mm

4 500 cm2

Charcoal/Wood

1200 DELUXE 
BUILT-IN BRAAI
BIB0014 · 6009665580005

AVAILABLE SIZES: 1200
Included: Double doors, grid, heavy 
duty ashpan, rotating cowl, potjie 
hook, ember maker and light fitting.
Excluded: Bends and flue pipe.

121 x 51 x 89 cm

134 Kg

230 x 600 mm

3 600 cm2

Charcoal/Wood

1000 DELUXE 
BUILT-IN BRAAI
BIB0003 · 6009665580036

AVAILABLE SIZES: 1000
Included: Double doors, grid, heavy 
duty ashpan, rotating cowl, potjie 
hook, ember maker and light fitting.
Excluded: Bends and flue pipe.

101 x 51 x 89 cm

121 Kg

230 x 400 mm

2 900 cm2

Charcoal/Wood
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1200 BUILT-IN 
GAS BRAAI COMBO
BIB0012 · 6009665585642

AVAILABLE SIZES: 1200
Included: Grid, double doors, heavy duty combo ashpan, 
rotating cowl, potjie hook, ember maker, light fitting and knob
Excluded: Oven, ashtray and flue pipes, 630 Gas Insert.
*Find the 630 Gas Insert on page 25.

121 x 51 x 89 cm

176.4 Kg

230 x 600 mm

4 410 cm2

Charcoal/Gas
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ROTATING COWL & BASE
750: BA0046 · 6009665580555
1000: BA0047 · 6009665580265
1200/ 1500: BA0048 · 6009665582556

Rotating cowls are designed to effectively 
eradicate the downdrought and backpuffing in 
your chimney or flue, as well as making sure no 
unwanted objects fall in.

750: 44.5x 37.6 x 63 cm
1000: 55.5 x 38 x 68.5 cm
1200/ 1 500: 48 x 64 x 95 cm

750: 5 Kg
1000: 6 Kg
1200/ 1500: 7 Kg

750: 230 x 300 mm
1000: 230 x 400 mm
1200/ 1500: 230 x 600 mm

BUILT-IN BRAAI GRID
400 X 725: BA0026 · 6009665580562
400 X 970: BA0108 · 6009665581569

The Grid offers durability and performance for any occasion and is 
adjustable to different heights to add to the experience of a great 
braai. Included with your Built-in Braai.

400 x 725: 40 x 72.5 cm 
400 x 970: 40 x 97 cm

400 x 725: 1.5 Kg
400 x 970: 2.5 Kg

SIZZLER EMBER MAKER
BA0347 · 6009880808885

Easily get your fire going with our 
Megamaster Sizzler Ember Maker 
for the Sizzler Built-in Braai range. 
With an added poker for adding 
more oxygen to get the fire going.

37 x 23 x 33.5 cm

8.5 Kg

SPIT EMBER MAKER
BA0349 · 6009880808908

Easily get your fire going with our 
Megamaster Spit Ember Maker for 
the Deluxe Spit Built-in Braai. With 
an added poker for adding more 
oxygen to get the fire going.

52 x 25.5 x 36 cm

13 Kg

DELUXE EMBER MAKER
BA0068 · 6009665580791

Easily get your fire going with our 
Megamaster Deluxe Ember Maker 
for the Deluxe Built-in Braai. With 
an added poker for adding more 
oxygen to get the fire going.

42.5 x 25.5 x 37.5 cm

11 Kg

BUILT-IN 
BRAAI
ACCESSORIES

ACCESSORIES



ACCESSORIES

FREESTANDING CHARCOAL BRAAIS
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HERITAGE SERIES
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COOKING AREA OF 2 290CM² THERMOMETER HEAVY DUTY ASH CATCHER

CLASSIC 570 CHARCOAL BRAAI
FSBK0022 · 6009897133192

The Heritage Series Classic 570 Charcoal Braai can be the hero of 
any braai party. Shaped like a kettle, it creates a convection within 
the dome to ensure even cooking of your meat. Dare to be different? 
Braai, bake and smoke on this charcoal braai - breakfast, lunch, 
dinner and dessert is sorted. Equipped with a heavy duty ash catcher 
to easily dispose of ash and clean your braai. Move around the yard 
with two wheels and store wood or charcoal in the boat-shaped tray 
at the bottom of your braai.

70 x 58 x 102 cm

2 290 cm2

13 Kg
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900 CROSSOVER 
FREESTANDING CHARCOAL BRAAI
MILD STEEL: FSB0030 · 6009880808656
STAINLESS STEEL: FSBS004 · 6009880808960

The 900 Crossover Freestanding Charcoal Braai 
is the ideal charcoal braai for the perfect outdoor 
cooking experience. Built with reinforced crossover 
construction for added stability and simple assembly. 
Easily access your coals with a poker from the side, 
without lifting your grid. Ventilation holes and x3 
adjustable grid heights aid in creating a flawless braai 
every time.

92.5 x 61.5 x 95 cm

15 Kg

4 500 cm2

Charcoal

72.5 x 60.5 x 83.5 cm

11 Kg

2 900 cm2

Charcoal

700 CROSSOVER 
FREESTANDING CHARCOAL BRAAI
STAINLESS STEEL: FSBS003 · 6009880808953

The 700 Crossover Freestanding Charcoal Braai 
is the ideal charcoal braai for the perfect outdoor 
cooking experience. Built with reinforced crossover 
construction for added stability and simple assembly. 
Easily access your coals with a poker from the side, 
without lifting your grid. Ventilation holes aid in 
creating a flawless fire every time.

1

2
3

1 2 3

600 CROSSOVER 
FREESTANDING CHARCOAL BRAAI
FSB0032 · 6009880808632

The 600 Crossover Freestanding Charcoal Braai 
is the ideal charcoal braai for the perfect outdoor 
cooking experience. Built with reinforced crossover 
construction for added stability and simple assembly. 
Easily access your coals with a poker from the side, 
without lifting your grid. Ventilation holes aid in 
creating a flawless fire every time.

61 x 80 x 71 cm

6.5 Kg

2 100 cm2

Charcoal
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ANCHOR
FAMILY BRAAI
MILD STEEL: FSB0046 · 6009888395998

Experience generosity and flavour with 
our Heritage Series Anchor Family Braai. 
It is the picture-perfect outdoor braai 
built with reinforced leg construction for 
added stability. Easily access your coals, 
with a poker from the side, without lifting 
your grid. Ventilation holes aid in creating 
a flawless fire every time.

64 x 42 x 75 cm

7 Kg

2 500 cm2

Charcoal

800 MINI PATIO 
FREESTANDING CHARCOAL BRAAI
MILD STEEL: FSB0005 · 6009665582009
STAINLESS STEEL: FSBS001 · 6009665588216

The 800 Mini Patio Braai is ideal to have for small patio 
areas. Equipped with a 3 tier adjustable grid and potjie 
hook to make anything from a steak to pot bread. 

110 x 45 x 106 cm

22.5 Kg

2 900 cm2

Charcoal

1000 DELUXE PATIO FREESTANDING 
CHARCOAL BRAAI
MILD STEEL:  FSB0001 · 6009665582016
STAINLESS STEEL: FSBS002 · 6009665588223

The 1000 Deluxe Patio Braai is equipped with an ember 
maker which makes it an ideal charcoal braai for any 
braai occasion. Equipped with a three tier adjustable 
grid and potjie hook to make anything from a steak to 
pot bread. Cleaning is made easier with a removable 
ashtray. 

129 x 45 x 106 cm

31 Kg

2 900 cm2

Charcoal
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GRILL & SMOKERS
COALSMITH SERIES
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ALPHA GRILL & SMOKER
WITH OFFSET SMOKER & CHIMNEY
FSSB0002 · 6009880808489

Explore your craft with the Coalsmith Series. The 
Alpha Grill & Smoker is the ideal combination of direct 
heat grilling & smoking with a durable offset-smoker 
and chimney. The added smoking capability aids in 
temperature control by reducing air draft for the perfect 
charcoal braai.

Equipped with an adjustable swinging side table and 
front table for added food prep space. Heavy duty 
removable ashpan for easy cleaning. x3 Porcelain 
enamel coated charcoal grids that provide a durable 
cooking surface for the perfect charcoal braai. Quality 
materials and construction ensure you will have a 
reliable grill & smoker that is built to last.

4 356 cm2

Charcoal

170 x 88 x 152 cm

84 Kg

ADJUSTABLE 
SWINGING
SIDE TABLE



MAKE IT EVEN BETTER 
TOGETHER WITH

HOW IT WORKS

DIRECT HEAT
Braai as you know it: make a 
fire on the charcoal grid for 
direct or indirect cooking. 

SMOKE-ROASTING
Use the heat of the fire in 
the Offset Smoker to cook 
your food. Worth the wait for 
moist and flavourful results!

DIRECT HEAT & 
SMOKING COMBO
Combine the traditional braai 
with smoke-roasting to cook 
delicious  smoky food in half 
the time.

Find me on page 29

DELTA GRILL & SMOKER 
WITH CHIMNEY
FSSB0005 · 6009880808519

Explore your craft with the Coalsmith 
Series. The Delta grill & Smoker is the 
ideal combination of direct heat grilling 
& smoking with a durable offset-smoker 
and chimney. The added smoking 
capability aids in temperature control by 
reducing air draft for the perfect charcoal 
braai. Quality materials and construction 
ensure you will have a reliable grill & 
smoker that is built to last.

Equipped with a front table for added 
prep space and adjustable charcoal grid 
& tray for heat control. Use the built-in 
thermometer designed for smoking to 
cook to perfection. Cleaning is made 
easy with removable ashpan after use.

126.5 x 63 x 122  cm

30 Kg

2 436cm2

Charcoal

CHARLIE GRILL & SMOKER
WITH CHIMNEY
FSSB004 · 6009880808502

Explore your charcoal craft with the 
Coalsmith Series. The Charlie Grill & 
Smoker offers three enamel coated 
cooking grids that provide a durable 
cooking surface for the perfect charcoal 
braai. Double up with added smoking 
capability for the perfect smoky taste.

Equipped with a collapsible side table 
for added prep space and adjustable 
charcoal grid & tray for heat control. Use 
the built-in thermometer designed for 
smoking to cook to perfection. Cleaning 
is made easy with a removable ashpan 
after use. 

86 x 52 x 117 cm

16 Kg

1 800 cm2

Charcoal

FLAVOURED WOOD CHIPS
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PATIO GAS 
BRAAIS 
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5 BURNER PATIO GAS BRAAI 
WITH SIDE BURNER
FSBG0085 · 6009888395653

Feed your fire with Megamaster Crusade Series 5 Burner 
Patio Gas Braai with Side Burner. With 2 985 cm2 primary 
braaiing space and five stainless steel burners with 55 000 
BTU’s of heat output, you can feed your family and the 
neighbours effortlessly. Side burner with 12 000 BTU’s 
of heat output. Includes two cast iron grids and a procelain 
enamel coated warming rack to use while you braai. Store 
your gas cylinder in your braai’s cart with two doors.  

129.7 x 118.3 x 61.7 cm

34 Kg

2 985 cm2

Gas

4 BURNER PATIO GAS BRAAI 
WITH SIDE BURNER
FSBG0084 · 6009888395646

Feed your fire with Megamaster Crusade Series 4 
Burner Patio Gas Braai with Side Burner. With 2 
703 cm2 primary braaiing space and four stainless 
steel burners with 40 000 BTU’s of heat output, you 
can feed your family and the neighbours effortlessly. 
Side burner with 12 000 BTU’s of heat output. 
Includes two cast iron grids and a procelain enamel 
coated warming rack to use while you braai. Store 
your gas cylinder in your braai’s cart with two doors.  

3 BURNER PATIO GAS BRAAI
FSBG0086 · 6009888395660

Feed your fire with Megamaster Crusade 
Series 3 Burner Patio Gas Braai. With 2 703 
cm2 primary braaiing space and three stainless 
steel burners with 40 500 BTU’s of heat output, 
you can feed your family and the neighbours 
effortlessly. Includes two cast iron grids and a 
procelain enamel coated warming rack to use 
while you braai. 

124.5 x 118.2 x 62.8 cm

35 Kg

2 703 cm2

Gas

124.5 x 118.2 x 62.8 cm

27 Kg

2 703 cm2

Gas
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Experiment, explore and channel your inner 
foodie with the Megamaster Apex Series 4 
Burner Evolution Patio Gas Braai with Searing 
Side Burner. 

Includes our exclusive Evolution™ system with 
two stainless steel Evolution™ Heat Plates 
that you can braai with direct or indirect 
heat, bake, sear, or broil – now you can braai 
anything from fish, steak, meat, pizza and 
even veggies. Sear up the tastiest steaks on 
the searing side burner with 15 000 BTU’s of 
heat output and finish the rest of your feast 
on your braai with 4 stainless steel burners 
with 48 000 BTU’s of heat output. This stud of 
a braai is made of stainless steel for durability 
and has two doors to easily access and store 
your gas cylinder. 

BURNER EVOLUTION 
PATIO GAS BRAAI  
WITH SEARING 
SIDE BURNER
FSBG0087 · 6009888395677
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133.5 x 121 x 59 cm

48 Kg

2 983 cm2

Gas

4
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SMOKING

This cooking system is created by using the Patented Heat Plate BELOW the 

cooking grid, upside down. Place soaked wood chips onto the Patented Heat 

Plate and close the hood to add another level of smoked flavour to your food. 

Smoking works great for foods like ribs, chicken or fish.

HEAT PLATE UNDERNEATH COOKING GRID WITH WOOD CHIPS

4

DIRECT HEAT COOKING

This is the oldest method of cooking and great to braai steak or 

hamburger patties. It is the direct exposure (on the grid) to the 

heat that cooks the food. Anything that needs high volumes of 

heat, needs to be cooked using direct heat, for example steaks.

COOKING DIRECTLY ON THE GRID

1

INDIRECT HEAT COOKING

This Infrared PLUS™ Patented Technology that redistributes the 

rising heat by using the Heat Plate upside down underneath the 

grid. The heat plates also catch all the drippings from the food to 

help keep your braai clean. Foods like chicken or fish that need 

a bit more time on the braai will work great using indirect heat.

HEAT PLATES UNDERNEATH COOKING GRID

2

Bake a pizza with Infrared heat for exceptionally 

juicy foods. Using the Patented Heat Plates on 

top of the grid facing upwards, the Infrared heat 

created under the heat plate allows for cooking 

foods that would normally fall through the standard 

cooking grids, for example prawns, veggies or 

rashers.

HEAT PLATES ON TOP OF THE GRID

3
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Experiment, explore and channel your inner 
foodie with the Megamaster Apex Series 6 
Burner Gourmet Plus™ Patio Gas Braai with 
Searing Side Burner. 

Includes our exclusive Gourmet Plus™ cooking 
system with cast iron grids that you can braai 
with direct or indirect heat, bake, sear, broil 
or smoke – now you can braai anything from 
fish, steak, meat, pizza and even veggies. 
Sear up the tastiest steaks on the searing side 
burner with 15 000 BTU’s of heat output and 
finish the rest of your feast on your braai with 
6 stainless steel burners with 60 000 BTU’s 
of heat output. This stud of a braai is made of 
stainless steel for durability and has two doors 
to easily access and store your gas cylinder. 

66 BURNER GOURMET PLUS PATIO GAS BRAAI 
WITH SEARING SIDE BURNER
FSBG0088 · 6009888395684

GAS CYLINDER STORAGE SEARING SIDE BURNER ACCESSORY HOOKS
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151.6 x 121 x 59 cm

51.8 Kg

3 636 cm2

Gas
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This cooking method involves 
the Griddle side of the pan to be 
used. It has raised cast iron bars 
to create striking sear marks on 
the food you char on it. Use it to 
make hamburger patties, steak, 
schnitzels, fish, eggplant steaks, 
etc.  The raised bars will help to 
drain away any unwanted fat 
from the food. It is equipped 
with a small hole in the corner 
for fat and juices to run into the 
drip tray of your braai. 

Traditional braaiing as you know it. Only use the grid of your Gourmet 
system, without the sauté pan, to braai like you know it. This 
configuration is perfect for a big family lunch or dinner, where you need 
all the space on the braai for sosaties, boerewors, braai broodjies and 
more!

Using the same configuration as you would to smoke, 
flat pan on the bottom with the grid on top, cook food 
that needs lower heat and more time on the braai. 
Catch juices and fat from the meat in your sauté pan 
to use later for a sauce. 

There is a variety of ways to smoke. Depending on the amount of time you have, soak 
your wood chips in water or wine about 30 minutes before you plan to smoke. This will 
add another layer of flavour to your smoke and will take longer to burn out. If you are 
short on time, use the wood chips dry as is. 

Keeping the flat side of the Gourmet Cooking System on your braai, fill it with wood chips. 
Slot the grid on top of the sauté pan in the designated holes to keep the grid secure. 
Place any food on top of the grid and close the lid to smoke it. For a quicker smoke, seal 
your meat on your searing side burner or partially cook on the right side of your braai first 
before placing it on the wood chips. All food being cooked on your braai will be infused 
with smoky flavour. 5

DIRECT 
COOKING

SEARING

1

2

3

4

Flip around the griddle side of the 
cooking system to the flat surface. It is 
made with a raised edge to keep juices, 
sauces, and oil inside of the pan while 
sauteing. Perfect for big breakfasts 
with eggs, bacon, and pancakes, stir 
fry veggies, onions and mushrooms. 
While braaiing your meat on the right 
side of your braai, use your sauté pan 
to prepare a delicious sauce with smoky 
flavour. 

You can experiment with your sauté pan 
and prepare a Stroganoff, Goulash, or 
stew right on your braai. Warm up fresh 
rolls on your warming rack while the 
stew cooks, for delicious flavour infused 
bread with your meal. 
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SMOKING

INDIRECT COOKING

REMEMBER!
TREAT YOUR GOURMET PLUS CAST 
IRON COOKING PLATES WITH OIL 
AFTER WASHING WITH WARM WATER 
AND DISH-WASHING LIQUID. 
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Two wheels to move the cart 
around from your patio to your 
kitchen, with steel handle. 

Tablet stand included to read 
your recipes as you’re busy 
prepping your meal. Going old 
school, use it for a recipe book. 

Paper towel holder and 
accessory hooks on the one 
end of the cart. 

Adjustable middle shelf for 
storage while you prep, and 
condiment tray that can be 
moved around the surface of 
the cart.  

Rubbish bag wire rack included 
on the side of your cart to 
immediately dispose of waste 
as you prep. 

BRAAI PREP CART
880-0016B  · 6009897133284

Become the ultimate braai chef with 
the Megamaster Braai Prep Cart. Made 
to take your meal prepping anywhere 
you are; in the kitchen, on the patio or 
even outside in the garden. 

Ample space to chop and prep 
ingredients, the Braai Prep Cart is 
equipped with two shelves to keep 
condiments or cooking utensils close 
by. Once you are finished chopping, 
peeling and cleaning all your 
ingredients, hook a rubbish bag on 
the rubbish bag wire rack on the side 
of your cart for easy disposal. Includes 
a tablet or phone stand, paper towel 
holder and accessory hooks. 

116.7 x 61.5 x 102 cm

13.7 Kg
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TABLE TOP BRAAIS
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2 BURNER 
TABLE TOP GAS BRAAI
FSBG0075 · 6009880958740 

The Origin Series 2 Burner Table Top Gas Braai boasts 
1 289 cm² of total cooking space with tow stainless 
steel burners, supplying 16 000 BTU’s of flame-roasting 
energy. Foldable legs and a lockable lid makes this the 
perfect braai to take with on holiday or even a camping 
trip. Easy to clean and compact to store, the Origin Series 
2 Burner Table Top Gas Braai has got you covered for any 
braai-on-the-go.

51.5 x 51.2 x 30.3 cm

8.3 Kg

1 289 cm2

Gas

ACTIVE PORTABLE 
GAS BRAAI
FSBG0076 · 6009880958764

The powerful Megamaster Active 
Portable Gas Braai is designed to be 
ready-to-go all the time. Suitable for 
a life onboard the caravan, camper or 
on any other road tripping adventure. It 
offers one stainless steel burner with 11 
000 total BTU’s. Equiped with a durable 
porcelain enamel cooking grid, offering 
1 817 cm2 of cooking space.  Foldable 
legs make this product portable and 
easy to transport. 

72.2 x 55 x 32.8 cm

6.8 Kg

1 817 cm2

Gas

ORIGIN SERIES

USES A 430 G OR 460 G 
BUTANE GAS CARTRIDGE 
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630 GAS INSERT
FSBG0007 · 6009665584898

The perfect item to change any 
built-in braai into a gas braai! Made 
with stainless steel for durability and 
equipped with three stainless steel 
burners on the 630 gas insert or five 
stainless steel burners on the 940 
gas insert for even heat control. Lid 
included.

63 x 51 x 20 cm

14.5 Kg

1 723 cm2

Gas
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BRAAI  ACCESSORIES
43.7 x 32.2 cm 4.3 Kg

STEAK PLATE 
BA0153 · 6009665586946

Explore the possibilities for perfectly seared steak, or even 
bacon & eggs, with this accessory for your Megamaster patio 
gas braai. Made from cast iron to deliver the best results. 

PATIO GAS BRAAI COVER
3 BURNER: BA0098 · 6009665583471
4-6 BURNER: BA0022 · 6009665583495 

This form-fitting grey polyester cover 
that fits securely with a hook and loop 
strap on the left and right to keep it 
strapped down, inhibiting flapping 
when windy. The cover is lightweight 
and durable.

3 Burner: 145 x 66 x 139 cm
4-6 Burner: 170 x 66 x 139cm cm

3 Burner: 1.6 Kg
4-6 Burner: 1.9 Kg

74.1 x 40 x 85 cm 400 g

570 ELITE CHARCOAL 
GRILL COVER
BA0221 · 6009665587837

To increase the longevity of your braai, invest in our durable 570 Elite 
Charcoal Grill cover made from Oxford PVC material for lastingness.

REPLACEMENT 
KNOB
BA0357 · 6009880808878

The only substitute 
for precision. The 
Replacement Knob for 
main burners fits all 
Megamaster gas braai 
models and includes 
a rubber grip for extra 
handling precision. 

REPLACEMENT 
THERMOMETER
BA0356 · 6009880808861

Megamaster Replacement 
Thermometer that reads 
Fahrenheit and Celcius 
readings assures precision 
when you require that 
perfect taste. Can be used 
on all Megamaster Patio 
Gas Braais.

REPLACEMENT 
BURNERS 
BA0152 · 6009665586939

Replacement Burners for 
gas braais are made from 
high quality stainless steel. 
They are pre-drilled for 
universal mounting and 
have a primary air setting 
adjustment screw. 

37 x 8.5 x 5 cm

600 g

REPLACEMENT 
FLAME TAMERS 
BA0151 · 6009665586922

The Megamaster 
Replacement Flame 
Tamers protect your gas 
braai's burners and help 
to distribute heat evenly 
across the whole cooking 
area. An essential part 
of the maintenance and 
adds a smoky flavour. 

37.5 x 3.7 x 1 cm

400 g

6 x 6 x 2 cm 6 x 6 x 2 cm

30 g 30 g



WIDE GRIP TONG 
BA0292 · 6009665589671

Power meets precision with the 

Megamaster Wide Grip Tong. 

Extra durable stainless steel tongs 

to expertly handle all meats firmly. 

46 x 4.5 x 2 cm

300 g

PREMIUM 
GRILL LIGHT 
BA0210 · 6009665588032

The ideal light to have for night 

time braai’s. Equipped with  one 

LED light in head and 10 LED pearls 

in extension tube, button switch 

for easy operation and battery 

operated with batteries included. 

Equipped with a silicone grip for 

easy handling, a powerful magnet 

to easily secure on your braai. 

19.5 x 3.5 x 2.5 cm

100 g

44 x 3.5 cm

100 g

MAGNETIC LED 
BRAAI LIGHTS
BA0382 · 6009880958382

Enjoy night time braaing with the 

Megamaster Magnetic LED Braai 

Lights. Equipped with a magnetic 

swivel stand to securely place the 

lights anywhere on your braai. 

*Batteries included. 

5.5 x 2.2 x 5 cm

70 g

LARGE FOIL TRAY
BA0384· 6009880958405

Roast anything on your braai,

or even in your oven. Ideal

for stews, pasta, curry, roasts

or even dessert that is big

enough for the whole family.

Disposable and available in

packs of 10.

36 x 36 x 1 cm

2 g

SMALL FOIL TRAY
BA0385 · 6009880958399

Roast anything on your braai,

or even in your oven, with the

Megamaster Small Roasting

Tray. Ideal for stews, pasta,

curry, roasts or even dessert

that is big enough for the

whole family. Disposable and

available in packs of 10.

20 x 14 x 3.6 cm

12 g

8-IN-1 BRAAI SET
BA0455 · 6009897133871

The Grill Pizza Stone is the perfect 

accessory for baking pizza or 

even pastry. It conveniently lays 

directly on top of your grids which 

then heats up the ceramic stone, 

delivering a perfectly crispy crust 

every time! 

GRILL PIZZA STONE
BA0213 · 6009665587868

The Grill Pizza Stone is the perfect 

accessory for baking pizza or 

even pastry. It conveniently lays 

directly on top of your grids which 

then heats up the ceramic stone, 

delivering a perfectly crispy crust 

every time! 

50 x 6.7 x 6.5 cm 36 x 36 x 1 cm

916 g 2 Kg

2 PIECE NON-STICK 
BRAAI MAT 
BA0378 · 6009880958290

Turn your gas braai into the ultimate 

braai station with the Megamaster 2 

Piece Non-Stick Braai Mat. It allows 

you to braai smaller pieces of food 

that would normally fall through 

the grid. Plus, it protects your grid, 

flame tamers and burners from food 

drippings to keep your gas braai 

clean. 

40 x 33 x 0.2 cm

84 g

STANDARD 3 PIECE 
BRAAI SET 
BA0294 · 6009665589695

Master any braai occasion with the 

versatile Megamaster Standard 3 

Piece Braai Set. Includes a spatula, 

fork and tong with comfort grip 

handles. 

45 x 20 cm

540 g

HEAVY DUTY 
TONG
BA0060 · 6009665585390

The Heavy Duty Tong is ideal for 

handling heavy meats. A must 

have for all braaiers!

46 x 4 x 5 cm

400 g

LONG HANDLE 
SILICONE TONG 
BA0373 · 6009880958306

Grab anything and everything 

tasty with the Megamaster Long 

Handle Silicone Tong, on the 

braai or in the kitchen. Made of 

stainless steel for durability and 

equipped with a silicone handle 

to grip easily.   

39 x 3.5 x 3 cm

170 g

2 PACK BRAAI 
LIGHTERS
BA0367 · 6009880958016

Our two Pack Braai Lighters are 

perfect for lighting braais, candles 

and fireplaces easily with a long 

barrel. Equipped with two flame 

settings, a fuel level viewing 

window and safety lock.  

27.5 x 4 x 1.3 cm

42 g

3 PIECE BRAAI SET 
BA0083 · 6009665586106

All your esstentials in one! 

Includes heavy duty spatula, fork 

and tong to make your grilling 

experience that much easier. 

Equipped with silcone handles for 

heat protection and made from 

stainless steel for durability.

10 x 46 x 4 cm

700 g

2 PIECE SKEWERS
BA0352 · 6009880808816

The Megamaster 2 Piece Skewers 

posses cool-grip wooden handles 

to reduce heat and a handy 

stainless steel ring to remove 

ingredients. The classic flat skewer 

shape is easier to rotate and 

ensures ingredients where they 

are stacked. 

28
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OAK WOOD CHIPS
BA0451 · 6009880958009

Explore your smoking craft with flavourful Megamaster Wood Chips. 
Made of 100% pure wood, it is the ideal companion to spice up your braai. 
Available in two distinct types of wood, cherry & oak, which brings a new 
palate of flavours to your table. Experiment with the flavour of your smoke 
by combining the wood chips, or soaking it in different liquids like wine, 
tea or water. Explore our brand new Megamaster Sawdust for even more 
smoke, even more flavour.

CHERRY WOOD CHIPS
BA0452 · 6009880808991

Explore your smoking craft with flavourful Megamaster Wood Chips. 
Made of 100% pure wood, it is the ideal companion to spice up your braai. 
Available in two distinct types of wood, cherry & oak, which brings a new 
palate of flavours to your table. Experiment with the flavour of your smoke 
by combining the wood chips, or soaking it in different liquids like wine, 
tea or water. Explore our brand new Megamaster Sawdust for even more 
smoke, even more flavour.

BEECHWOOD / SAW DUST 
BA0450 · 6009897133833

Let your tastebuds tingle with our Megamaster Sawdust! For even more 
intense smoky flavour, sawdust creates much more smoke than regular 
wood chips and burns at a slower rate. Sawdust doesn’t heat up as high 
as wood chips, providing consistent smoke for cold or hot smoking. Ideal 
for the foodies that has mastered the art of smoking with wood chips. It is 
very versatile to use with almost any ingredient, and will infuse it with woody, 
earthy undertones.

18 x 27.5 x 10.8 cm 18 x 27.5 x 10.8 cm 18 x 27.5 x 10.8 cm400 g 400 g 400 g

STAINLESS STEEL GRILL PAN
BA0355 · 6009880808854

The Megamaster Stainless Steel Grill Pan adds 
more versatility to your outdoor braai. Prepare 
vegetables, seafood or any other ingredients that 
would otherwise fall through ordinary grills.

14.85 x 31 x 4.5 cm

1.2 Kg

34.5 x 19 x 1.5 cm

120 g

OVEN GLOVE 
BA0354 · 6009880808847

Handle the heat with ease. Megamaster’s 
durable Oven Glove offers maximum protection 
around the braai or in the kitchen.   

BRAAI ACCESSORIES
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43 x 11.5x x 5.5 cm 900 g

JAFFLE IRON
BA0375 · 6009880958351

Make sweet and savoury sandwiches 
effortlessly with the Megamaster Jaffle Iron. 
Equipped with two cast iron plates and a lock to 
ensure perfectly toasted treats every time!

SWEET OR 
SAVOURY JAFFLE?

BRAAI DEGREASER
BA0387 · 6009880958412

This powerful degreaser 
can be used to remove any 
grease or food from the 
grid; even safe to use on 
porcelain enamel exteriors. 
Notably food safe and 
environmentally friendly.     

STAINLESS STEEL 
CLEANER 
BA0386 · 6009880958429

Keep your braai looking 
sharp and polished for a 
spotless reputation. The 
Stainless Steel Cleaner 
is specifically made to 
loosen grease and clean 
any stainless steel braai 
flawlessly. Notably food 
safe and environmentally 
friendly.   

TRIANGLE 
GRID CLEANER
BA0094 · 6009665585352

This Megamaster Triangle 
Grid Cleaner with stainless 
steel bristles features 
an extra-wide triangle 
brush head that reaches 
inbetween the hard to reach 
places. Includes a lanyard 
for hanging. 

LARGE 
CLEANING BRUSH
BA0160 · 
6009665586809

Make cleaning easy with 
Megamaster’s Large 
Cleaning Brush. Equipped 
with a durable stainless 
steel scraper and hard 
bristles for tackling 
stubborn dirt.

TRIPLE ACTION 
GRID CLEANER
BA0095 · 6009665585345

Invest in the right tools for 
the job with the Triple Action 
Grid Cleaner. The 3-in-1 
design includes a nylon 
bristle head, wire bristles 
scrubbing pad and sponge 
pad for optimum cleaning.

COMPACT
THERMOMETER
BA0453 · 6009897133864

The Megamaster Compact 

Ther-mometer takes instant 

and accurate temperatures 

it has a durable and foldable 

temperature probe. Now you 

can prepare your favorite meals 

and ensure the perfect meal 

everytime. The thermometer 

registers in Fahrenheit and 

Celsius and reads up to 300°C.

MEAT
THERMOMETER
BA0454 · 6 009897 133888

Monitor your meat temperature 

easily with the retro designed 

Megamaster Meat Thermometer. 

Get an accurate temperature 

reading by placing the stainless 

steel probe in the middle of your 

meat. Reads temperatures in 

Celsius and Fahrenheit ranging up 

to 280 °C (550 °F).

16 x 45 x 3.5 cm

20 g

37 x 8.5 x 8 cm15 x 4 x 2 cm15 x 4 x 2 cm

200 g62.5 g62.5 g

50 x 7 x 8 cm

300 g

22 x 6 x 6 cm

500 ml

22 x 6 x 6 cm

500 ml
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LARGE BRAAI 
ROASTER & TONG
BA0383 · 6009880958375

Feed the whole family with 
the Megamaster Large Braai 
Roaster & Tong. This combo 
includes a large stainless 
steel braai roaster, equipped 
with air vents in the lid to 
let out extra heat from juicy 
cooked meats. Includes a 
stainless steel tong with 
silicone tips for easy grip. 

42 x 30 x 19 cm

1.6 Kg

MEGAMASTER 
5-6 BURNER 
ROTISSERIE KIT
BA0350· 6009880808625

A new spin on roasting. The 
Rotisserie Kits enable you 
to roast meat on your braai. 
The battery powered motor 
helps make roasting easy 
and safe, ensuring even 
cooking. This rotisserie is 
great for chicken, roasts and 
more. 

BASTING 
BRUSH & BOWL 
BA0351 · 6009880808809

The Megamaster Basting 
Brush & Bowl has heat 
resistant silicone bristles, 
cool grip plastic handle and 
stainless steel bowl making 
basting ingredients on the 
braai effortless.  

HAMBURGER PATTY PRESS
BA0353 · 6009880808823

Fill your hamburgers with delicious added 
flavour with the Megamaster Hamburger Patty 
Press. Easily make perfectly shaped patties 
stuffed with your added goodness every time.   

MEGAMASTER 
UNIVERSAL 
ROTISSERIE KIT
BA0220 · 6009665587974

This Universal Rotisserie 
Grilling Kit enables you to 
roast meat right on your 
braai. The electric motor 
helps make roasting easy 
and safe, ensuring even 
cooking. This rotisserie is 
great for chicken, roasts and 
more.

5.5 x 11.5 cm

126 g

2.5 x 1.27 x 7.7 cm

300 g

89 x 4.5 x 18 cm

1.4 kg

97 x 4 x 14 cm

1.4 kg

01

02

03

04

Just follow these easy steps:

Fill three 
quarters full 
of minced 
meat.

Close lid to com-
press meat into 
a patty *figure 1. 
Use second press 
setting to form 
the stuffing cavity 
*figure 2.

Open and fill 
with stuffing. 
Place ¼ of the 
meat on the lid, 
close to seal 
patty.

Carefully open 
the lid, use 
removable 
base to easily 
lift patty out of 
the press.
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725 X 500 STAINLESS STEEL GRID
BA0186 · 6009665587189

The Megamaster Stainless Steel Grids are durable and 
easy to clean. Ideal for your built-in braai or freestanding 
charcoal braai.

72.5 x 50 x 2 cm 1.7 Kg

900 X 500 STAINLESS STEEL GRID
BA0187 · 6009665587196

The Megamaster Stainless Steel Grids are durable and 
easy to clean. Ideal for your built-in braai or freestanding 
charcoal braai.

90 x 50 x 2 cm 2.3 Kg
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20 x 41 x 2 cm

700 g

FISH GRID
BA0185 · 6009665587219

This grid is perfectly designed to 
fit your fish for the perfect grilling 
on your braai.  Made from superior 
corrosion resistant material and 
sturdy chrome plated construction

*excluding handle

40 x 50 x 2 cm 1.4 Kg

340 X 300 STAINLESS STEEL FOLDING GRID
BA0092 · 6009665584867

Ideal for all types of braais, equipped with an extra long handle 
for precise handling. The folding grid is hygienic, easy to clean 
and dishwasher safe. 

430 X 330 STAINLESS STEEL FOLDING GRID
BA0066 · 6009665584874

Ideal for all types of braais, equipped with an extra long handle 
for precise handling. The folding grid is hygienic, easy to clean 
and dishwasher safe. 

500 X 400 STAINLESS STEEL FOLDING GRID
BA0063 · 6009665584881

Ideal for all types of braais, equipped with an extra long handle 
for precise handling. The folding grid is hygienic, easy to clean 
and dishwasher safe. 

1.1 Kg

33 x 43 x 2 cm 1.1 Kg

30 x 34 x 2 cm 
*excluding handle

*excluding handle

*excluding handle

250 X 250 CHROME 
FOLDING GRID
BA0167 · 6009665587042

Masterfully handle any braai. 
This Chrome Folding Grid features an 
extra long handle for precesionand 
control. Hygenic and easy to clean, it’s 
ideal for all types of braais.

430 X 330 CHROME 
FOLDING GRIDS
BA0168 · 6009665587059 

Masterfully handle any braai. This 
Chrome Folding Grid features an extra 
long handle for precesionand control. 
Hygenic and easy to clean, it’s ideal for 
all types of braais.

500 X 400 CHROME  
FOLDING GRIDS
BA0169  · 6009665587066

Masterfully handle any braai. This 
Chrome Folding Grid features an extra 
long handle for precesionand control. 
Hygenic and easy to clean, it’s ideal for 
all types of braais.

25 x 25 x 2 cm 33 x 43 x 2 cm 40x 50 x 2 cm

600 g 1.1 Kg 1.4 Kg

*excluding handle *excluding handle *excluding handle
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LIGHTER BALLS
ECO-FIRELIGHTERS
BA0427 · 6009880958900
Patent numbers: 2012/02096

Make every moment of togetherness around the braai, 
fireplace or campfire even better. Megamaster’s Lighter Ball 
Eco-Firelighters are entirely non-toxic, odourless, safe and easy 
to use. They’re also waterproof, so they’re ideal for your next 
camping adventure. Try the most natural fire starters available.

4.5 x 4.5 cm 136 g

RHINO BALLS
ECO-FIRELIGHTERS
BA0428 · 6009880958993
Patent numbers: 2012/02096 & 2019/03317

Make every moment of togetherness around the braai, fireplace 
or campfire even better.  Megamaster Rhino Balls Eco-Firelighters 
are all-natural, non-toxic and waterproof. They’re also odourless 
and leave no residue.  Proceeds from the sale of these innovative 
eco-firelighters support the groundbreaking Rockwood Conservation 
- where we also source our signature ingredient. 

4.5 x 5 cm 176 g

DOING OUR 
PART FOR 
NATURE

SUPPORT RHINO
CONSERVATION
WITH EVERY FIRE LIT 
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There comes a time for change. The warm sun quickly 
transforms into bare trees, dark mornings and cold nights.

And although we long for the spirit of summer, 
we are comforted by the warmth of the flames. 
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750 BUILT-IN FIREPLACE
BIF0008 · 6009665580081

Simple and easy to use, the Megamaster 750 Built-in 
Fireplace makes for the perfect unit to make the warmth 
of togetherness even better! Includes a basket grate and 
ashpan for easy cleaning.

750 CORE BUILT-IN FIREPLACE
839-20004A · 6009888698464

The 750 Core Built-in Fireplace makes for the perfect unit 
to make the warmth of togetherness even better! Includes a 
new design basket grate for easy cleaning. Simple and easy 
to use with its simplistic yet beautiful design..

130 x 52 x 118 cm

70 Kg

KUNA BUILT-IN FIREPLACE
BIF0016 · 6009888395585

Simple and easy to use, the Megamaster 700 
Built-in Fireplace makes for the perfect unit to 
make the warmth of togetherness even better! 
Includes a basket grate and ashpan for easy 
cleaning.

60.5 Kg

23 x 30 cm

Charcoal/Wood

33 - 43 m2

130 x 52 x 113 cm

550 BUILT-IN FIREPLACE
BIF0006 · 6009149129638

Simple and easy to use, the Megamaster 550 
Built-in Fireplace makes for the perfect unit to 
make the warmth of togetherness even better! 
Includes a basket grate and ashpan for easy 
cleaning.

62 x 38.5 x 89 cm

52 Kg

23 x 30 cm

Charcoal/Wood

25 - 35 m2

45° SIDE BEND (230 X 300)
550/ 750: BA0033 · 6009665580517
850/ 1000: BA0034 · 6009665580524

Used to guide the smoke out of your home, our 45° Bends enables healthy ventilation in your 
household whilst in use. It also acts as a safeguard against accidental fires. Coated with heat 
resistant paint.

550/ 750: 24.5 x 31 x 41 cm
850/ 1000: 38 x 42 x 34 cm

550/ 750: 4.5 Kg 
850/ 1000: 5 Kg

FIREPLACE ACCESSORY

35 - 45 m2
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23 x 30 cm

Charcoal/Wood

40 x 23 cm 

Charcoal/Wood

83 x 45 x 97 cm
(Excluding flue gather) 

74 Kg

35 - 45 m2
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80cm x 45cm x 95cm

11  Kg

Round 190 mm flue pipe

Wood

35 - 55 m2

800 ATLIN FREESTANDING FIREPLACE
FSF0029 · 6009880958917

Simplicity is key with the Megamaster 800 Atlin Freestanding 
Fireplace. Made of mild steel, the Atlin will stay warm long after 
the fire has died, leaving your home warmer for longer. It is easy 
and safe to use, with its built-on firescreen door and swivel handle.

Included: 4x 190 x 800 mm round flue pipes, Rotating Cowl, Ceiling 
Plate, Basket Grate & Ashpan.

65 x 52 x 88 cm

68 Kg

Wood

700 MOLARA FREESTANDING FIREPLACE
FSF0023 · 6009665589428

Modern, the 700 Molara Freestanding Fireplace brings a sense 
of style and contemporary design to your home.

Included: 4x 190 x 800mm round flue pipes,  Rotating Cowl, 
Ceiling Plate, Basket Grate & Ashpan.

Round 190 mm flue pipe

40 m2

ROUND 190MM 
FLUE EXTENSION
FA0061 · 6009665587554

A flue pipe is an integral component of home heating 
installations. The pipe enables healthy ventilation even as 
household heating  operations take place.

19 x 19 x 8 cm 4.5 Kg
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76 x 42 x 80.5 cm

58 x 45 x 93 cm

70  Kg

85  Kg

Round 190 mm flue pipe

Round 190 mm flue pipe

Wood

Wood

35 - 55 m2

35 - 55 m2

600 HARMONY 
FREESTANDING FIREPLACE
839-20002A · 6009888698440

Embrace the cold this winter with the 
600 Harmony Freestanding Fireplace. 
Designed with a solid base that 
incorporates a log holder, and includes 
heat resistant fire bricks for better heat 
retention.

COMMANDER
FREESTANDING FIREPLACE
839-20003A · 6009888698457

Embrace the cold this winter with the 
600 Harmony Freestanding Fireplace. 
Designed with a solid base that 
incorporates a log holder, and includes 
heat resistant fire bricks for better heat 
retention.

4 FLUE PIPES, 
COWL & CEILING 
PLATE INCLUDED
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HERE ARE A FEW THINGS YOU NEED TO KNOW:

The cast iron fireplace range retains  and emanates a pleasant heat, the 
fireplace will stay warm long after the fire has died. They have adjustable 
air  vents for heat regulation and flow control. Can be installed with a top or 
rear flue pipe, which is sold separately. Cast iron fireplaces uses a closed 
combustion system which will make your fire burn for longer at higher 
temperatures because the door seals and locks in heat. Includes four small 
legs to elevate your fireplace from the floor (excluding built-in cast iron units). 

CAST IRON 
FIREPLACES
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STAINLESS STEEL 
CYCLONE COWL
FAS0004 · 6009665585949

Megamaster’s Stainless Steel Cyclone 
Cowls are designed to effectively 
eradicate the downdrought  and 
backpuffing in your chimney or flue , 
as well as making sure no unwanted 
objects enter your fireplace’s chimney. 
Slots into both the 125 and 150 mm flue 
extensions respectively.

WALDEN 8KW CAST IRON FIREPLACE
FSFC0030 · 6009897133550

Retro with streamline design and finishes, our Megamaster 
Walden 8kW Cast Iron Fireplace is effective in heating rooms 
ranging between 64-80m² in size. Heat generated inside is 
locked in and will burn at higher temperatures with the door 
closed. For optimal heat, ensure that the room is well insulated. 
Can be installed with a top or rear flue pipe that is sold separately.

BAILEY 6KW CAST IRON FIREPLACE
FSFC0029 · 6009897133543

Sleek, small, and packed with power. Our Megamaster 
Bailey 6kW Cast Iron Fireplace is effective in heating 
rooms ranging between 48-60m² in size. Built with 
a closed combustion system, the Baily 6kW Cast Iron 
Fireplace heats up much hotter than a conventional 
open fireplace. Can be installed with a top or rear flue 
pipe that is sold separately.

41  x 31  x 55.5 cm

58 Kg Wood

125 mm Stainless Steel
Installation kit

48 - 60 m2

90° STAINLESS STEEL 
BEND
125 MM: FAS0010 · 6009665586175
150 MM: FAS0013 · 6009665586168

Used to guide the smoke out of your 
home, our 90° Stainless Steel Bends 
enables healthy ventilation in your 
household whilst in use. It also acts as 
a safeguard against accidental fires. 
Slots into 125mm/150mm flue extention 
respectivly.

125 mm: 12.5 x 12.5 x 25 cm
150 mm: 15 x 15 x 25 cm

125 mm: 400 g
150 mm: 500 g

31.5 x 26.5 cm

1.5 Kg

15 cm

45° STAINLESS STEEL BEND
125 MM: FAS0009 · 6009665584249
150 MM: FAS0011 · 6009665584027

Used to guide the smoke out of your 
home, our 45° Stainless Steel Bends 
enables healthy ventilation in your 
household whilst in use. It also acts as 
a safeguard against accidental fires. 
Slots into 125mm/150mm flue extention 
respectivly.

125 mm: 12.5 x 12.5 x 30 cm
150 mm: 15 x 15 x 30 cm

125 mm: 400 g
150 mm: 500 g
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44 x 36 x 62 cm  86 Kg Wood

64 - 80m²
125 mm Stainless Steel
Installation kit
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TARRAGON 16KW 
CAST IRON FIREPLACE 
FSFC0033 · 6009897133581

The hero of any large living room, our Megamaster 
Tarragon 16kW Cast Iron Fireplace is big enough to keep 
your home toasty and warm. It is effective in heating 
rooms ranging between 144-160m² in size. Your fireplace 
will emit heat long after the fire has died through the 
cast iron material it is made of, and the flue pipe. Can be 
installed with a top or rear flue pipe that is sold separately.

ANDIRON 14KW CAST IRON FIREPLACE
FSFC0035 · 6009897133604

Part of our built-in cast iron fireplace range, our Megamaster 
Andiron 14kW Cast Iron Fireplace will add value to your home 
for keeps. It is effective in heating rooms ranging between 112-
140m² in size. Heat generated inside is locked in and will burn 
at higher temperatures with the door closed. For optimal heat, 
ensure that the room is well insulated. Your fireplace will emit 
heat long after the fire has died through the cast iron material it 
is made of, and the flue pipe. Can be installed with a top or rear 
flue pipe that is sold separately.

150 mm Stainless Steel
Installation kit

150 mm Stainless Steel
Installation kit

Wood

Wood

71 x 42.5 x 67.5 cm

67 x 40 x 71 cm

110 Kg

151 Kg

112 - 140 m2

114 - 160m²
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150 mm Stainless Steel
Installation kit

66 x 46 x 69 cm

115 Kg

Wood

96 - 120m²

ONTARIO 12 KW 
CAST IRON FIREPLACE
FSFC0032 · 6009897133574

Impress your guests with our Megamaster 
Ontario 12kW Cast Iron Fireplace, big 
enough to keep everyone (and the dog) 
warm. It is effective in heating rooms 
ranging between 96-120m² in size. Built 
with a closed combustion system, the 
Ontario 12kW Cast Iron Fireplace heats 
up much hotter than a conventional open 
fireplace. . Can be installed with a top or 
rear flue pipe that is sold separately.
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BOSCA FIREPOINT 380
FSFB0017 · 6009880808441

The Bosca Firepoint 380 offers a 
stylish design for your household 
whilst providing a high heat range. 
This closed combustion fireplace 
has a very long lifespan and is the 
most effective way to heat your 
home with 80% heat retention rate.

56 x 51.5 x 88 cm

150 mm Stainless Steel
Installation kit

96 - 120 m2

95 Kg

Wood

BOSCA LIMIT 360
FSFB0018 · 7809554202549

Simplicity is key with the Bosca Limit 
Closed Combustion Fireplaces. 
Modern geometric design, the 
Bosca Limit 380 is the ideal edition 
to effectively heat your home. 
Equipped with space to store wood 
in the bottom cavity and ideal to 
use to dry wood in that space whilst 
your fireplace is in use.  

42 x 49 x 75 cm

150 mm Stainless 
Steel Installation Kit

72 - 90 m2

68 Kg

 Wood
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STAINLESS STEEL 
INSTALLATION KITS
125 MM: FAS0008 · 6009665584225
150 MM: FAS0007 · 60096 65581668

The only kit you need to complete your 
fireplace for a winter warming experience. 
The Megamaster Installation Kit includes 
two stainless steel flue pipes, stainless 
steel insulated flue pipe, stainless steel 
end cap, ceiling plate and stainless steel 
cyclone cowl.  Slots into 125mm/150mm 
flue extension respectively.

STAINLESS STEEL
FLUE EXTENSION (1.2 M)
125 MM: FAS0005 · 6009665584232
150 MM: FAS0006 · 6009665581828

A flue pipe is an integral component 
of home heating installations. The 
pipe enables healthy ventilation even 
as household heating operations 
take place. Slots into 125mm/ 150mm 
flue extension respectively.

STAINLESS STEEL 
150 INSULATED 
FLUE PIPE
FAS0017 · 6009665585970

A flue pipe is an integral 
component of home heating 
installations. The pipe enables 
healthy ventilation even as 
household heating operations 
take place.

120 x 15 cm 5.25 Kg

125 mm: 40 x 40 x 18 cm
150 mm: 40 x 40 x 18 cm

125 mm: 24 Kg
150 mm: 24 Kg

125 mm: 120 x 12.5 cm
150 mm: 120 x 15 cm

125 mm: 3.75 Kg
150 mm: 4.5 Kg

BOSCA GOLD 380
FSFB0019 · 7809554202945

Modern with geometric accents, the Bosca Gold range 
is the ultimate statement piece to your home. Not only 
will it impress guests, it will heat up any room with its 
closed combustion design. Eco friendly, the Bosca 
Gold 380 is coated on the inside to keep the heat that 
is generated for longer, leaving your home warm and 
ready to entertain.

90 - 180 m2

150 mm Stainless Steel
Installation kit

Wood

50 x 48 x 78 cm

93 Kg

BOSCA GOLD 
BURGUNDY 380
FSFB0020 · 7809554202976

Modern with burgundy geometric accents, 
the Bosca Gold range is the ultimate 
statement piece to your home. Not only will 
it impress guests, it will heat up any room 
with its closed combustion design. Eco 
friendly, the Bosca Gold 380 in Burgundy is 
coated on the inside to keep the heat that 
is generated for longer, leaving your home 
warm and ready to entertain.
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50 x 48 x 78 cm

93 Kg

Wood

90 - 180 m2

150 mm Stainless Steel
Installation kit

USE ME WITH

EASY TO CLEAN WITH REMOVABLE ASH-PAN
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BOSCA GOLD 500 CHARCOAL
FSFB0021 · 7809554203515

The Bosca Gold 500 Charcoal Closed Combustion Fireplace is a modern piece with geometric 
accents that will add the perfect finishing touch to your large open-plan room. Using less wood 
with its double combustion system it generates more heat for a longer period of time, warming 
up a space of up to 220 m².  Easy and convenient cleaning with its own ashpan included. 
Available in charcoal, this eco-friendly fireplace has a controlled air function that allows low to 
high airflow depending on the expected heat output required. This fireplace is safe to have 
with children running about. Finished off with a wood holder at the base this unit really does 
have it all.

43.2 x 69.2 x 78.3 cm 93.1 Kg Wood180 - 220 m2
150 mm Stainless Steel
Installation kit
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61 x 96.5 cm 2.1 Kg

ORIGINAL FIRESCREEN
FA0138 · 6009897133437

With 3 panels to secure your firescreen in front of your 
fireplace, you can protect your room from embers and 
open flames that may be emitted by the fire.

HELIX FIRESCREEN
FA0140 · 6009897133451

The perfect finish to your fireplace with the Megamaster 
Helix Firescreen. Doubles as a decorative protective 
shield to keep small kids and pets away from the fire.

SELECT FIRESCREEN
FA0139 · 6009897133444

The perfect protective shield. Can be used with any large 
freestanding, built-in or closed combustion fireplace. 
Doubles as a decorative protective shield to keep small 
kids and pets away from the fire. 

96,5 x 61 cm 2.7 Kg

EXTRAS EVERY 
FIRE NEEDS

122,5 x 73 cm 3.7 Kg KEEP YOUR FIREPLACE NEAT AND TIDY

GRAND 
FIREPLACE TOOLSET
FA0136  · 6009897133413

All the tools for any freestanding, built-in or 
closed combustion fireplace. The Megamaster 
Grand Fireplace Toolset includes a poker with 
hook, cleaning brush, tong, and shovel. Hang 
all your tools on the decorative stand to store 
beside your fireplace.

SQUARE 
FIREPLACE TOOLSET
FA0137  · 6009897133420

All the tools for any freestanding, built-in or 
closed combustion fireplace. The Megamaster 
Square Fireplace Toolset includes a poker, 
cleaning brush, large tong, and shovel. Clean, 
maintain and keep a warm fire going in winter. 
Store all your tools in a square mesh holder 
beside your fireplace.

Stand: H61 cm
Poker Size:    51 cm
Shovel Size:  53 cm
Brush Size:    52 cm
Tong Size:     54cm

Overall Size:   16 x 16 x 50 cm
Poker Size:     40 cm
Shovel Size:   41 cm
Brush Size:     52 cm
Tong Size:      42 cm

2.6 Kg 2 Kg
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SQUARE FIREWOOD 
HOLDER
FA0141 · 6 009897 133482

Store your fire wood neatly and 
conveniently with the Megamaster Log 
Box. It is the ideal accessory to your 
fireplace, with a contemporary design.

40 x 40 x 40 cm

5.17  Kg

280 LOG BUCKET
FA0134 · 6 009897 133390

Store the wood for your fire beside 
your fireplace. Retro design, the 
Megamaster 280 Log Bucket is 
equipped with a handle to move it 
around the house.

DUSTPAN AND BRUSH
FA0135 · 6 009897 133406

Keep it clean around a braai or 
fireplace with the Megamaster Dustpan 
and Brush. Includes a dustpan and 
cleaning brush that is made of mild 
steel for durability. Small enough to get 
every corner of your braai or fireplace, 
leaving your entertainment area clean.

27 x 29.5 cm

Shovel: 15 x 18,5 x 10 cm
Brush: 28 x 4,5 x 8 cm

0.93 kg

Shovel:  0.43 Kg
Brush:    0.14 Kg

47
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BERLIN PATIO GAS HEATER
FSFG0017 · 6009665588346

The Megamaster Berlin Patio Gas Heater 
is ideal for outdoors, restaurants and events. 
Equipped with a high heat output to ensure a 
warm entertainment space, a variable control 
valve, two wheels, one regulator gas hose.

PORTO PATIO GAS HEATER
FSFG0019 · 6009665588346

The Megamaster Porto Patio Heater is designed with 
a contemporary look to compliment any space. Ideal for 
outdoors, restaurants and events.

Gas15.5 kg136 x 55 cm

Gas

76 x 76 x 225 cm

14 Kg
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Ever since the first night someone built a fire and started telling 
a story to distract people from the dark, so it has always been. 
We have returned to that place time and time again. To sit, to 
huddle, to cook and feel safe. 

But more than that, to share under 
the African sun. 

OUTDOOR
50
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OUTDOOR
29 x 29 x 13.5 cm

6 Kg

NO 10 FLAT POT
POT0004 · 6009665583709

26.5 x 26.5 x 28 cm

7.4 Kg

NO 3 POTJIE
POT0009 · 6009665583686 

29.3 x 29.3 x 31.5 cm

12.2 Kg

NO 4 POTJIE
POT0010 · 6009665583563

13 x 13 x 11 cm

1.58 Kg

1/4 POTJIE
POT0003 · 6009665587691

103 4¼
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260 ROUND PAN
BA0156 · 6009665586977

Crafted for outdoor cooking, the 
Megamaster 260 Round Pan is a versatile 
pan that can be used for anything from 
cooking a sauce to making breakfast 
right on your braai. Made of cast iron, it 
retains heat effectively for longer. Can be 
used on an oven, stove, gas and camping 
equipment. 

41.5 x 25 x 4.5 cm 2 Kg
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360 RECTANGULAR 
CHARGRILLER
BA0158 · 6009665586991

The Megamaster 360 Rectangular Chargriller is the ideal cast iron pan for searing anything 
from steaks to veggies. The ribbed surface ensures that you will have perfect sear marks 
and is equipped with a collapsible handle for easy storage. Use it on a braai, gas, camping 
equipment or even a stove top.  

46 x 31 x 18 cm 2.2 Kg

BREAD POT
POT0001 · 6009665583723

The Megamaster Bread Pot is carefully crafted for baking delicious bread. Equipped with 
a raised lid to add coals ontop of your pot during baking. The sturdy cast iron construction 
aids in even-heat distribution and longevity of your pot. 

13 x 22 x 11.8 cm 2.1 Kg

250 SQUARE CHARGRILLER
BA0155 · 6009665586960

The Megamaster 250 Square Chargriller is 
the ideal cast iron pan for searing anything 
from steaks to veggies. The ribbed surface 
ensures that you will have perfect sear marks 
every time. Use it on a braai, gas, camping 
equipment or even a stove top.  

38.5 x 25 x 19 cm

2.1 Kg
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NO 3 ENAMEL POT
POT0014 · 6009665587523

The Megamaster No3 Enamel Pot is coated with 
porcelain-enamel for durability and is very easy to 
clean. This stylish red pot can be used on any heat 
source from a braai to an oven.

26.5 x 26.5 x 28 cm 7.8 Kg

ENAMEL ROUND PAN
BA0236 · 6009665588018

The Megamaster Enamel Round Pan is coated 
with porcelain-enamel for durability and is very 
easy to clean. This stylish red pan can be used 
on any heat source from a braai to an oven. 

26 x 26 x 41 cm 2.4 Kg
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BOMAS
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55 x 55 x 49 cm 10.5 KgWood

FOREST FIRE PIT
FSF0039 · 6009888395721

Huddle, share stories together and make memories 
around the Megamaster Forest Fire Pit. Made of steel 
for durability and is easy to assemble. Includes a 
mesh dome, fire poker and grate.

89 x 56 cm 8 KgWood

TAMBOTIE BOMA
FSF0030 · 6009880958924

The Megamaster Tambotie Boma is designed to 
bring warmth and good conversation to any get 
together. Expertly crafted with abstract grass cut outs 
and two handles to comfortably move around. Easy 
to assemble and easy to clean with a loose ashpan 
that conveniently catches your ash during use.

BO
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43 x 45 cm 35 x 51 cm

3.5 Kg 3.3 Kg

Wood Wood

ACACIA BOMA
FSF0041  · 6009897133468

Create ambience, atmosphere, 
and warmth at any get together 
with the Megamaster Acacia 
Boma. Made of mild steel in an 
oval shape, this simplistic boma 
is sturdy with a wide opening 
to burn several wood logs at a 
time. Ashpan included to catch 
ash underneath your boma.

CEDAR BOMA
FSF0042 · 6009897133475

Nothing says warmth and 
togetherness like the 
Megamaster Cedar Boma in 
the middle of a group of friends 
or family. Made of mild steel 
in a cone shape, this boma 
is lightweight and compact. 
Ashpan included to catch ash 
underneath your boma.
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GAS ACCESSORIES
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LARGE COOKER TOP
GASA002 · 6009665586908

Megamaster’s cooker top is a handy accessory 
to have for outdoor activity. The cooker top 
creates stable platform on top of your gas 
cylinder for you to cook your potjies. Made from 
stainless Steel. Fits cylinders with a camping 
valve. Any flat pot can be used on it.

22 x 22 x 9 cm 400 g

LET’S TAKE IT 
OUTSIDE

GAS CYLINDERS
3 KG: GASB007 · 6009880808458
5 KG: GASB008 · 6009880808465
9 KG: GASB009 · 6009880808472

Ideal for everything from home and patio 
use to camping, the Megamaster Gas 
Cylinders are available in 3, 5 and 9 Kg.

3 Kg: 31.5 x 20 x 20 cm
5 Kg: 42 x 32.5 x 32.5 cm
9 Kg: 52 x 33 x 33 cm

3 Kg: 4.1 Kg
5 Kg: 5.8 Kg
9 Kg: 10.8 Kg

ALL OUR PATIO GAS 
BRAAIS USE A 9 KG 

GAS CYLINDER
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MEGAGROUP

HEAD OFFICE:  PO Box 15 Woodlands 0072

Tel. (012) 802-1515 

megamaster.co.za


